Introduction
olors, which are many times discreet in our daily life, are one of the main elements of our physical environment. They have certain affect on human's attitude. One reason is the physical reaction of the body. If an example is given, warm colors reveal sensation of warmness whereas cold ones give a feeling of coolness. Or else, while a combination of dull tones is tended to give calming impression bright tones create vividness. Depending on this, physical interaction between the colors and humans is implemented for functional reasons in daily life. If an example is given red which is a warm color and having the strongest wave-length C JEDNAK KSIĄŻKI is used to attract the attention whereas a cool one; blue is thought to calm down. This sensation of colors is harnessed for codification by visual communication designers. Especially, the colors of traffic signs have been codified to provide a universal language that would regulate casual life.
In the same vein of physical sensation of colors, red is codified culturally to warn about a rule or inform a danger whereas blue would remain the informative one. One should attract the attention and give a reaction immediately other is more open to dialogue. As historian Michel
Pastoureau asserts, the red is 'there' to be in the center of attention to not only represent the earthly pleasures but also the danger, whereas blue has become the favorite color of European Union and many institutions because it is the one which is open to dialogue, discreet and ready to be common in the physical environment as we are surrounded by blue sky and blue sea (2005) .
Nonetheless, again Pastoureau assigns that colors are like a language whose meanings have evolved through the time. The culture which comprises religion, production process of color and the evolution in science has formed the senses of colors. (Pastoureau and Simonnet, 2005) The senses were transmitted again to the language itself and visuality which were nourished by the collective memory; a sort of 'pool' where the information is accumulated and circulated.
Naturally the construction of me-mory is provided by the intersection of history, popular mass media and subjects' personal memories; in other words, the oral history. The latter multiplies the senses and events' trans-mission in the society, it may contrast, reflect or show some parallels. (Bilgin, 2011 and 2013) .
This article aims to tackle the contribution of color as an instrument of data collection in qualitative research. To study this, I will share my experience of fieldwork among International 
 Developing Ethnographic Research Techniques

A. Organization of the Fieldwork
The unique difference between office works and fieldwork is that while the researcher is absolutely depended to the documents at the office, in fieldwork there are many dynamics which may turn instantly to advantages as well as constrains. Some items might be counted such as physical conditions, the fieldwork strategies concerning how and when you get in-step out to the community, how you access to the participants, how to not have prejudice or going native or else
how to be open without any obtrusive attitude. I was that 'native' one, the contrast of many anthropologists who choose a field area which would be preferably the 'other' to interpret its culture. (Okely, 1996) Indeed as Clifford sarcastically states 'the ethnography would be perfect if (somehow) the ethnographer becomes (when s/he wants) invisible ' (1986) . My purpose was to combine etics and emics, therefore I couldn't just report what I and the people surrounding me acted and said. My biggest challenge has been not to get in to the community but to provide a clear boundary in the field and to construct a new positioning of ethnographer. I needed to use merely all the advantages of being native but also 'keep an eye awake' by shifting from native to the researcher. Thus, to present myself was also double sided. When I contacted or re-contacted to the International Izmir Festival's participants I was there as they know me and as they didn't know me since I had another role to meet, talk or work with them. Therefore, I focused on the idea 'ethnographer as an instrument' in my fieldwork strategy and searched for an object which would help to assume my new positioning. When a researcher studies his/her own community, the 'blindness' is the first shortcoming of the fieldwork. I might neglect some visuals, objects or jargon finding them common whereas some details might be the tools to dig in or to specify the characteristics of the community. I may suppose that I 'know' who they are and 'what they think' which may become a pitfall. The most difficult part is the second, after being conscious of that the participant is a subject whose identities are fragmented and shifted therefore his/her making sense would be constantly shaped and flow, the other side may still think that I 'know' who they
are and 'what they think', thus when I ask a question about the basics such as where the participant goes in daily life and why s/he didn't go to that memory place in daily life the answer seems 'too easy' and the latter may reply 'you know'. But as Pinxten (1997) underscores anthropologists cannot 'read' the thoughts of the participants, but they can observe, talk and participate to the same activities to conceive the stratified structure of the meanings of the words and actions. (Geertz, 1973) In that sense I agree with the anthropologists of 'perfect stranger' positioning. (Dikomitis, 2012 and Marcus, 1986) given place to the new art center Ahmet Adnan Saygun at the city center. Apart from these stable venues, each year festival team engages to organize a performance in the neglected historical places. In the context of memory studies, I studied the last category, because while the festival attempts to valorize those places as cultural heritage, they also uncover a hidden past that contemporary inhabitants are disconnected. In other words when contemporary inhabitants enter to these memory places the act of organizing a performance in a lieu de memoire creates unintentionally an awareness of place process among the participants (including the organizers themselves) While they engage to organize and watch a performance in those place, they interact and contemplate on the past of city which triggers the memory.
Considering the setting of a festival, I entered to the fieldwork mainly with two techniques:
in-depth interviews and participant observation. Depending to the conditions, I preferred to implement series of in-depth interviews in the head quarter of the festival organization and the spectators' home and workspaces. That was the most suitable period to implement deep interviews. I aimed to investigate an open questioner so that the participants shall answer what they think and feel, the target was to develop my fieldwork skills and let the participants release themselves.
First, I started with free recalling technique that is usually done for brainstorming the ideas.
I drove my questioner in the spiral form; keeping the core and asking series of question related with that core. However, it might be possible that I could be stuck during the flow of questioner.
Or else, the participant could sustain his discourse on some information that s/he learnt from a book for the sake of giving a smart and elegant impression. It is like in the example of African ethno-historian who wishes to study the cultural identity of a town in Gabon and when he meets with the chief of the town, the chief answers his questions opening a book that another researcher wrote. (Clifford, 1986; 116) When I reviewed the literature of qualitative methodology, I marked on the idea of the researcher as an instrument. Depending to this the body, the identities and the knowledge of the researcher could be retrieved as an object to harness the fieldwork setting (McCracken, 1988; 18-20, Okely, 1996; 28-44, Chereni, 2014; 6-14) . I immediately think of myself gathering data during the festival. Running from airport to hotel, then to the venues, meeting with other volunteers and the technical staff of the festival seemed manageable. The unrecorded talking moments, the observation of the staff around me and keeping field notes would be sufficient to collect data.
However, if I want to collect data before the festival that I would ask the 'memory' questions about their experience, which instrument would fit to break a potential elitism and the 'noises' between my entity and the participant's one? I risked to hear many times "you know", because I am native and also one of the festival participants. Or else, I would receive the already-known information. My intention was to grasp which salient elements attract the attention of the festival participant, how s/he transmits analogically a possible social interaction among the festival participants with the daily life users of those places, further to see if this color analogy touches both personal and urban memory of the participant and finally the affect of the performance within the place.
B. Color Tablets
If the colors have been part of collective memory, then any interrogation concerning memory would be implemented by using the colors. I was inspired by the colorist Shigenobu Kobayashi and his book Colorist (1998). Kobayashi describes in his book that when he travels in the cities, he captures three colors that are sovereign in the environment and determines an identity of those cities according to the relations of the color combinations, for instance: 'similarity', 'contrast', 'colorful and soft' and 'calm and hard'. Once the colors are categorized based on his observations, he assesses the sense of the combinations such as elegant, casual, fresh and pretty.
I paraphrase one of his analyses:
"Hameln, Germany: Fairy Tale -This town is associated with fairy tales and red seems to be a popular color among the townspeople, since women wore vivid red even in summer time. Red geraniums were blooming when I visited, and the red clothes of the flute players were impressive. Red toys could be found in display cases as accents. A combination of dark red and white is used for old houses. Tourists may like the familiar red in this town because of the fairy tale feel it creates" (Kobayashi, 1998; 54) .
Similar to this example, Kobayashi constructed the identity of the town not only through what he saw but also what he learned about the local culture. When he writes, "this town is associated with fairy tales" more is revealed through ethnography than a pure color testimony.
The combination that he makes is bright, vivid red, saturated green and light brown. According to the pictures in the book, he could say: "it is a vivid city which balances a red combining a hard and dark tone of green and a soft and warm tone of brown in order to create a separation combination." However, apart from the technical terms, his reference to 'fairy tales' is one that he presumably learned from the local people or maybe he saw some ethnic elements in an illustration of children's book. Another theory is that there have been some local festivities or minor events concerning fairy tales during his stay in Hameln. which was then pasted on white cardboard to create the color tablets. Instead of turning the page, which would give the impression of a test, I preferred that the prospective participant see them randomly spread across the same surface. This more playful approach would enable the participant to select the colors depending on his/her own selective perception of colors.
Therefore, after some experiences I decided to evaluate the colors as "prompting object". (Gobo, 2008; 196-197 If I sustain on memory, the color tablets served the informants to visualize the memory places during the festival. Seemingly not directly referring to any trauma or urban memory but the visualization moment of the informant was illustrating the memory places and their surrounding both in daily life and during the festival. Indeed, their festival experience is a memory and the informant was triggered by the color tablets to remember the memory.
According to the results I had many replies of yellow because of summer heat (an analogy between vision and feeling senses related to sunshine) and grey-browns because the buildings and their surroundings were in the variety of dull tones of greys and browns. The preliminary questions based on physical environment were gradually shifted to the symbolical narration of the festival experience.
If I give some examples, Emre picked a warm red tone to mention "sokaktaki insanların sıcaklığı" (the warmness of the people at street) to imply how local people were smiling and sociable. The people at street don't wear red, so it doesn't concern a physical determination, but there is a comparison between the connotation of red as warmth, giving reference to blood, life and human with the humans' behaviors described as 'warm'. When I interviewed Sophie, Regarding to this finding, I implemented a hybrid technique of color use and free recalling to foster the imagination of the participants. Thanks to their evocations, my informants didn't only describe their physical environment, but also could express the moments of interaction when they circulate in the city. The conversations on these techniques didn't 'tickle their traumas' but instead revealed their conception of Izmir.
In my first fieldwork I hesitated to contact to my informants with the recorder device, camera, notepad and pen. As I was the insider and my informants were one or even two generations older than me, it was challenging to gain their trust and to ask them to share their feelings and thoughts regarding the city's cultural fabric. Despite their modern lifestyle, they were maintaining the traditional way of thinking in regard to age hierarchy and indirect discourse, which potentially caused them to hold back from expressing what they really think and feel at times. In other words, I expected to retrieve more personal account of my informants rather than already-known information transfer. Moreover, the discourse would gain more didactic style reflecting again the social hierarchy. I was ready to utilize myself as an instrument, specifically an instrument that I would deliberately consider my own background during the interviews. 
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Nowadays art festivals engage more to organize their events in unusual places. Either for the sake of city branding or a pure cultural memory action, a performance might be set in a forgotten memory place. The place which is distinguished sharply by a comfortable concert hall becomes one of the actors of the event and the participant questions a past that s/he hasn't been strongly connected. Thus, the individual is not only aroused by the performance itself and the information in the booklets but also physical environment has an affect. This article aims to tackle the contribution of color as an instrument of data collection in qualitative research. By using color tablets inspired by the colorist Kobayashi the colors are tested firstly as a visual to learn how they make sense in Izmir during International Izmir Festival. Secondly, they are questioned how the participants embed colors' senses to the memory places where they attended to the concerts. The research process indicates that the experience of a concert might not be visually powerful enough to associate memory places with the colors. However, the technique of color tablets becomes prompting object which support the dialogue construction between the fieldworker and informant. Thus, as an instrument for evocation and conversation color tablets become interactive objects for remembering of the festival experience and it mediates the social roles of the informants and the fieldworker. 
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